
Cambridge Head to Head 

http://www.cityrc.co.uk/ 

A slightly unusual event in that it consists of two segments.  First of all, the boats row along the river 

Cam from the Chesterton railway bridge (the Cambridge end) to the A14.  Then everyone pauses 

until the last boat arrives and they turn around and row back.  Each segment is 2000 metres long so 

the total length of the head race is 4000 metres.  

Be warned that the City boat club house is a fair way from the starting point of the race and parking 

is very limited, it is therefore better to try and park on the outskirts near the stretch of the river 

where the race takes place.   There is a foot/tow path along the river on the northern side the entire 

length of the race.  If you intend to drop off or collect your rower then it would be best to liaise with 

the coaches to determine exactly where they will be parking the trailers and boating. 

Postcode CB4 1PB takes you to Fen Road where there is a very small car park but lots of street 

parking with access straight onto the river path.  Turn left as you leave the road and go onto the 

path and you will walk towards the railway bridge starting point.  Continue your walk and you are 

heading towards the A14 turning point. 

If you park nearer the city centre you can only walk along the south side of the river and will have to 

cross the river at the Green Dragon Bridge as the path does not continue on the south side of the 

river past the railway bridge starting point. 

There is very little in the way of refreshment opportunities along the course but the Green Dragon 

pub is by the footbridge of the same name which is between the boat club and the start of the 

course. 
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